
LLHFH’s Construction Covid-19 Safety Guidelines  

Based on PA Department of Health, CDC and OSHA recommendations  

New Hours for Construction: 

8:15am – 3:15pm: Volunteers On-Site 

3:15pm – 4:00pm: Habitat staff cleans all the tools, bathroom, PPE area, and any areas with high probability of 

being touched by volunteers (ie: doorways, doorknobs, light switches, etc) before end of day. 

1. Site Requirements:  

a. Please do not volunteer if you feel sick in any way   

i. This includes covid-19 symptoms (the full list included below under 2.a.ii.i.)  

ii. It also includes any other symptoms of sickness, even slight ones. We ask that you stay 

home until you feel 100% healthy, in order to protect other volunteers, homebuyers and 

Habitat staff. 

b. Masks (covering the mouth and nose) must be worn at all times on-site. 

c. Maintain at least 6ft distance from all other volunteers, staff or subcontractors, as much as possible 

d. Clean shared tools after every use 

e. Hung outside the bathroom: Disinfect the bathroom after every use. 

f. Hand sanitizer and disinfectant stations will be setup in each home.  

i. Staff will enforce hand washing (when possible) and sanitizing breaks for volunteers, at 

minimum every hour.  

ii. Hand wash or sanitize after every time you eat, drink, touch your face, touch your mask, 

and/or use the restroom. 

iii. Tools, doorways, door knobs, light switches, bathrooms, and other frequently touched 

areas will be regularly disinfected by volunteers and staff throughout the day. All these 

areas plus the van, will be disinfected by the Habitat staff before the end of every work day. 

g. When supplies need to be dropped off to the site, if possible, schedule when volunteers are not on-

site.  

h. Staff and volunteers should travel to and from the construction site separately.  

2. Volunteer Requirements 

a. Before coming to volunteer: 

i. Send out new volunteer requirements via email so that volunteers know what to expect and 

know our new policies (including, asking the screening questions) 

ii. When volunteers are signing-up for shifts (ie: on Volunteer Local), ask them the screening 

questions as well as include the Site Requirements for them to digitally agree to. 

i. Screening questions: Are you experiencing any of the following symptoms? 

1. A new onset of a cough? 

2. Shortness of breath? 

3. A fever (temperature of 100.4 or higher)?  

4. Chills? 

5. Fatigue? 



6. New, loss, or change of taste or smell?  

7. Headache? 

8. Muscle or body aches? 

9. Sore throat? 

10. Nausea, vomiting or diarrhea? 

ii. Are you feeling ill in any way?  

iii. Have you been exposed to someone who has tested positive for Covid-19 within the 

last 2 weeks? 

iv. If you answered yes to any of the above questions, then do not sign up to 

volunteer.  

v. It is extremely important that if you feel under the weather even in the slightest, 

that you do not come to volunteer. For the safety of our volunteers and staff, and 

for the continuation of our work – you must feel 100% to be on-site with us. We 

deeply appreciate your desire to serve, and we need you to take care of your own 

health first.   

vi. If volunteers feel comfortable being on-site and are in 100% good health, we happily 

invite volunteers to serve with us under these guidelines. 

b. When arriving on-site (before entering any Habitat home and while standing at least 6 ft apart 

from other volunteers and staff) 

i. All volunteers must wear a safety mask at all times while volunteering. 

1. Masks must cover the mouth and nose, at all times.  

2. Volunteers are asked to bring their own masks, when possible.  

a. Masks should be put on while volunteers are in their car, and should 

be kept on until they get back in their car to leave for the day.   

3. If volunteers do not have their own mask OR theirs is soiled/over-used/not a 

proper mask, they will be provided one on-site.  

ii. The Habitat staff will ask the screening questions again and take every volunteers 

temperature. 

1. Anyone who answers yes to any of the prescreen questions and/or exhibiting 

a fever of over 100.4, will be asked to leave immediately.  

iii. Before work begins, the Habitat staff will go over the most pertinent safety 

guidelines one more time and extra copies will be available on-site for reference.  

c. Expectations on-site 

i. There should be no more than 5 persons working inside a home at a time (this 

includes staff, volunteers and sub-contractors.)  

1. This means only those who signed up through our online system (Volunteer 

Local) will be allowed on-site for that day.  

2. Exterior work does not have the same volunteer count limitation, as long as 

the 6ft distance is upheld. So depending on the work being done that day, 

more volunteers could be allowed. 

ii. If volunteers have their own hand tools, they are asked to bring them and be the 

sole user of them while on-site.  



1. If volunteers do not have their own tools, they can use LLHFH’s tools.  

2. Tools must be cleaned and disinfected before and after use.  

3. Tools that are used should be kept and stored in a separate area so that they 

can all be cleaned at the end of each work day. 

4. Volunteers may not enter or retrieve tools from the van or trailer. Only staff 

can get tools from these areas. 

iii. Volunteers must maintain the 6ft distance as much as possible (this means waiting 

at a distance for volunteers and staff to pass through doorways or go up and down 

steps, etc) 

1. Partnering work should be limited as much as possible. 

2. When this is not possible, volunteers should try to not face each other (ie: 

not breathe in another person’s face).  

3. Volunteers should avoid any physical contact when doing partner work. 

iv. Volunteers are encouraged to take hand-washing breaks every hour. And when 

hand-washing is not possible, use hand sanitizer.  

1. If volunteers touch their face mask, they should stop immediately and 

wash/sanitize their hands.  

v. The bathroom should be disinfected after every use. 

1. This means that the toilet, flush knob, sink, faucet, doors, knobs and light 

switch and anything else touched, are to be disinfected with wipes. 

2. Volunteers should wash their hands for at least 20 seconds or use hand 

sanitizer after using the bathroom.  

vi. During lunch and morning break, we ask all volunteers to eat individually, inside 

their car. This way, there is no time with another volunteer or staff, when masks are 

not being worn.  

1. After eating lunch separately, we encourage volunteers to spend the 

remaining 45ish-minutes, socializing with the other volunteers – masked and 

distanced.  

a. We celebrate and intentionally carve out this time to get to know 

your neighbor and spend time with your friends, we just ask that you 

do it entirely masked. 

2. Hands should be washed or sanitized before eating or drinking and after 

putting their face mask back on. 

d. After volunteering with us 

i. Up to 48 hours after volunteering, if you develop symptoms of covid-19, test positive 

for covid-19 or discover you were exposed within 2 days of volunteering, get in 

touch with Jacquie Morges, the Volunteer and Community Engagement Manager 

(Jacquie@llhfh.org  717-719-2955), IMMEDIATELY for contact tracing.  

1. Volunteers cannot return to volunteer until…  

a. If they test positive AND have symptoms: wait until at least 3 days 

with no fever AND symptoms improve AND 10 days since symptoms 

first appeared.  
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b. If they test positive AND have no symptoms: wait until 10 days AND 

continue having no symptoms.  

c. If they test negative on the 5th day after exposure AND have no 

symptoms: wait at least 7 days AND continue having no symptoms. 

d. If they think they’ve been exposed AND have symptoms: wait until at 

least 3 days with no fever AND symptoms improve AND 10 days since 

symptoms first appeared.  

e. If they think they’ve been exposed BUT have no symptoms: wait until 

10 days AND continue having no symptoms.  

f. If they have a weakened immune system: they should talk to their 

doctor, as it may be recommended to stay home longer. 

ii. If volunteers have any questions, concerns or hesitations about volunteering – 

please get in touch with Jacquie. 

3. LLHFH’s Response if there is a Probable or Confirmed Covid-19 Case  

a. Identify and notify volunteers and staff immediately, who were in close contact with that 

individual, (within 6 ft from that individual for at least 10 minutes) – without breaking 

confidentiality of who has, or might have, covid-19. (Jacquie) 

i. Volunteers can expect to receive both a phone call and email.  

b. Close off and ventilate areas visited by that individual. (John or Matt) 

c. Wait a minimum of 24 hours, or as long as practical, before beginning cleaning and disinfection. 

d. Clean and disinfect all spaces possibly contaminated. 

e. Volunteers, staff, and AmeriCorps who were exposed to a person with covid-19, should not return 

to construction until they have properly quarantined: 

iii. If they have symptoms: wait until at least 3 days with no fever AND symptoms improve AND 

10 days since symptoms first appeared.  

iv. If they have no symptoms: wait until 10 days AND continue having no symptoms.  

v. If they want to get tested – and doesn’t have symptoms: wait until at least 5 days after 

possible exposure to get tested, and then if after 7 days they still have no symptoms, they can 

return to work.  

vi. If they have a weakened immune system: they should talk to their doctor, as it may be 

recommended to stay home longer, and let their manager (if staff/AmeriCorps) know their 

return timeline . 
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